The second year students in Occupational Therapy at the University of Toronto were also asked to contribute to the Craft Section of the Journal. They responded promptly under the leadership of Miss Elizabeth K. Campbell, who represents the students on the editorial board.
Watch the Craft Section! PEGGY LANGLEY.
Owing to lack of space all the craft contributions could not be published in this issue of the Journal. These will appear in the October number.-The Editor.
EDITORIAL COMMENT
It is a well appreciated fact that nothing remains unchanged in a changing world, and certainly no one can deny we live in a changing world to-day. It is, therefore, not surprising to learn from the matters discussed at the Annual Meeting of the Canadian Physiotherapy Association, held in Montreal in January, that many members are anxious that changes should be made in the organization of the Association.
These changes were only briefly outlined at the meeting, with no thought that they should be put into effect immediately, but that all those interested in the Association, and who have its advancement at heart, should have the opportunity of thinking things over, so that when the matter comes up for further discussion, they will have their minds clear on the subject, so that no changes may be made without due thought and care.
One of the most important and farreaching changes which was proposed was that the C.P.A. should establish a permanent head office in either Toronto or Montreal, with a paid secretary to attend to the routine business of the Association. Up till the present, the Pres-ident, Secretary and Officers have moved between Montreal and Toronto every two years, so that not only have such complications as the moving of all the files and correspondence between the two cities arisen, and the consequent delay in the conduct of affairs, but the Association has never had, and still has, no permanent address, and no place where a complete record of the Association's business can be found.
The correspondence and business has been attended to by loyal and industrious members serving as Officers of the Association, all this work being carried on in their leisure time, which in most cases is scant. This was all very well as long as the Association was small, but each year the membership grows, and the Association being young and vigorous, there is a considerable increase in the amount of business arising in connection with the affairs of the Society-to mention but one-the continued and increasing number of applications for membership, from people of Central Europe, wishing to practise Physiotherapy in Canada. The Association in fact is growing out of its amateur status, and the time is coming, in the very near future when the Association, if it is to continue to expand, must be put on a sound and permanent basis.
If a fixed head office were established, it would mean closer co-operation between branches in the East and 'West, f o r i t w o u l d t h e n b e p o s s i b l e f o r t h e President to be elected in the West, instead of, as up to the present, only from the East. In fact it would mean a welding together of the whole Association throughout the Dominion. Anyone, either medical men, physiotherapists, or the general public, requiring information relating to Physiotherapy in Canada, would be able to apply at central office, where permanent, complete and accurate files could be kept. Whereas, under the present organization, it is extremely difficult, for non-members particularly, to find out how and where to get in touch with the Association. This is neither good policy, nor good publicity for such an excellent organization.
No one would deny the obvious advantage of the change proposed, but in order to make it possible for these changes to be brought about, members must be prepared to support actively their Association. Up to the present the privileges of membership have cost little, and been rather taken for granted, the burdens of the Association being shouldered by the few, the willing horses, who have worked unceasingly in the interests of all. Now is the time for all members, both old and new, to sit down and think of the Association to which they belong, to consider its history, its constitution, how its affairs are carried on, the privileges obtained from membership, the growing power of the As-sociation, and finally of what part they play in its life, for the pioneering days in Canada are not over for Physiotherapy, and the activity of every member counts.
Ponder on these matters if the advancement of the Association is a matter of importance to you as a member, and when the time comes for a thorough discussion of the matter, do not let apathy, indifference, of lack of support on your part, stand in the way of progress.
BETH SHILTON.
Comment
Miss Shilton's comment on the relationship between the therapist as the individual and the Association as the group is applicable to the occupational therapist too. As human beings life for us is dependent on the group system. If the group is well organized and efficient, our opportunities are increased in proportion. Both organizations should do everything in their power to advance the work as a whole.
Miss Eilene MacGregor, Miss Isabelle Gordon and Mrs. A. M. Fallis are to be congratulated on the "News Sheet".
The "News Sheet" is sent to all occupational therapists in order to keep them in constant touch with the parent oragnization and with each other. It serves a very useful purpose. Anyone wishing to contribute information should communicate with Miss Isabelle Gordon, 14 Beaumont Road, Toronto.
